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Abstract 

DisProt (URL: https://disprot.org ) is the gold standard database for intrinsically disordered proteins and regions, pro viding v aluable inf ormation 
about their functions. The latest version of DisProt brings significant advancements, including a broader representation of functions and an en- 
hanced curation process. These improvements aim to increase both the quality of annotations and their co v erage at the sequence le v el. Higher 
co v erage has been achie v ed b y adopting additional e vidence codes. Qualit y of annot ations has been impro v ed b y sy stematically applying Mini- 
mum Information About Disorder Experiments (MIADE) principles and reporting all the details of the experimental setup that could potentially 
influence the str uct ural state of a protein. The DisProt database now includes new thematic datasets and has expanded the adoption of Gene 
Ontology terms, resulting in an e xtensiv e functional repertoire which is automatically propagated to UniProtKB. Finally, we show that DisProt’s 
curated annotations strongly correlate with disorder predictions inferred from AlphaFold2 pLDDT (predicted Local Distance Difference Test) 
confidence scores. This comparison highlights the utility of DisProt in explaining apparent uncert aint y of cert ain well-defined predicted struc- 
tures, whic h of ten correspond to f olding-upon-binding fragments. Ov erall, DisP rot serv es as a comprehensiv e resource, combining experimental 
evidence of disorder information to enhance our understanding of intrinsically disordered proteins and their functional implications. 
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ntroduction 

he recent breakthrough in structure prediction achieved by
lphaFold2 ( 1 ) has revolutionized biological research, provid-

ng reliable putative structures for proteins and regions that
reviously lacked three-dimensional structures ( 2 ). However,
he large-scale structural landscape provided by AlphaFold2
onfirms that structural disorder may be more prevalent in
roteomes than previously thought, opening up new avenues
or studying the less-explored regions of the proteome ( 3 ). 
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), which exhibit an
ensemble of heterogeneous structures with diverse properties
and functions ( 4 ), are important in cell physiology but also
play a central role in diseases and are underexploited tar-
gets for drug development ( 5 ,6 ). However, their character-
ization poses significant challenges at both the experimen-
tal and computational levels ( 7 ). A fundamental problem is
that disorder cannot be simply described as a static binary
state; instead, it can be better represented by an ensemble
of heterogeneous structures with diverse properties and func-
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Table 1. Number of proteins and regions included in the thematic 
datasets and in the whole DisProt database 

Dataset Proteins Regions 

NDDs-related proteins 312 1212 
Viral proteins 210 1314 
Cancer-related proteins 146 952 
Autophagy-related proteins 101 802 
Neglected tropical diseases 
proteins 

101 249 

Extracellular matrix proteins * 66 352 
Unicellular toxins and 
antitoxins * 

47 294 

DisProt total annotations 2649 10 822 

NDDs = neurodevelopmental disorders. (*) Datasets already available in 
the previous publication. 
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tions that are often context-dependent. These properties be-
come observable only under specific conditions, such as pH,
localization, binding, and post-translational modifications
( 8 ). 

To expand our knowledge and develop reliable models for
dynamic and condition-dependent molecular systems, it is cru-
cial, now more than ever, to accumulate standardized and ac-
cessible experimental evidence for IDPs. The DisProt database
has been serving this purpose since its initial release in 2005
( 9 ). It extracts knowledge from the literature and transforms it
into machine-readable database records through the expertise
of a dedicated team of biocurators, whose work is recognized
and encouraged thanks to the connection of DisProt with the
APICURON platform ( 10 ). 

The database has been continuously updated and refined
to capture structural and functional information from IDP
experiments. The systematic adoption of Minimum Informa-
tion About Disorder Experiments (MIADE) guidelines facili-
tated the exchange of data and enabled filtering of experimen-
tal evidence obtained under non-standard conditions. MIADE
guidelines define the essential fields required to establish an
unambiguous conclusion based on experimental observations.
Leveraging the quality and complementary nature of the ac-
cumulated evidence, DisProt has been utilized as the reference
dataset for the Critical Assessment of Protein Intrinsic Disor-
der prediction (CAID) experiment, which benchmarks ID and
binding predictors ( 7 ,11 ). 

A significant recent advancement of DisProt is the sys-
tematic curation of ID functions. DisProt plays a crucial
role in the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium, contributing
to both the maintenance of the Gene Ontology and the ac-
cumulation of disorder-specific functional annotations ( 12 ).
Recently, the DisProt function annotations were utilized as
the ground truth for a sub-challenge in the Critical Assess-
ment of protein Function Annotation (CAFA) challenge ( 13 ),
however results, at the moment of writing, are not published
yet. 

DisProt serves as a central IDP resource for several core
databases. The positional annotations, specifically disordered
sites, are imported into the MobiDB ( 14 ) and other IDP
databases ( 15 ), including PED ( 16 ) and FuzDB ( 17 ). Func-
tion annotations are imported in GO and automatically prop-
agated to UniProtKB. 

Compared to the version presented in the previous publi-
cation ( 18 ) (release 2021_08), the number of DisProt entries
increased by 30%. When considering the number of entries
with function annotations, the growth is 57%. Also, we in-
troduced 5 new thematic datasets, i.e. collections of proteins
where IDPs play a crucial role, and enriched all ambiguous
evidence with MIADE attributes. 

The DisProt consortium develops training materials for
both biocurators and data users ( 19 ). Announcements about
new features and advancements are communicated through
the DisProt blog and the official DisProt account on X (for-
merly Twitter) social network. The latest version of the Dis-
Prot website features a new graphical interface and updated
features. With these improvements, DisProt continues to be
a primary resource for the structural-molecular biology com-
munity in the study of protein disorder. In the following chap-
ters we provide a detailed overview of DisProt advancements
achieved since the last publication. 
Progress and new features 

Database growth 

The most recent DisProt release 2023_06 showcases signifi- 
cant growth and advancements in the field of structural and 

functional disorder research. DisProt now includes a total of 
2649 proteins representing a growth of 30% compared to the 
previous publication. There are 10 822 pieces of experimen- 
tal evidence available in DisProt, which provide insights into 

structural and functional disorder. These pieces of evidence are 
mapped to specific sequence regions within the proteins. The 
growth of annotated regions is about 20% and notably 43% 

are flagged as validated, meaning a senior curator checked the 
correctness of the annotation. The number of distinct litera- 
ture articles used to extract annotations is 3468, showing a 
35% increase compared to the previous version. The number 
of covered species (407 organisms) has increased by approxi- 
mately 15%. The number of curators involved in maintaining 
and updating DisProt has also increased by around 15%. Dis- 
Prot has also witnessed a remarkable expansion in the num- 
ber of new function annotations. Specifically, 3971 regions in 

1297 proteins are currently annotated with functions, more 
than doubling the previous count. Overall, the DisProt release 
2023_06 demonstrates substantial growth in the number of 
proteins, regions, and literature references, as well as an in- 
crease in species coverage and curator participation. The most 
notable advancements include the rise in validated regions and 

the doubling of new function annotations, which contribute 
significantly to our understanding of structural and functional 
disorder in proteins. 

Part of the newly annotated proteins were tagged with a 
name indicating a specific biological area where IDPs play a 
crucial role. Groups of tagged proteins are called ‘thematic 
datasets’ and are meant to improve user accessibility to spe- 
cific themes. Compared with the previous publication 5 new 

datasets have been added as shown in Table 1 . 

Annotation quality 

In addition to the validation process, where expert curators 
check the correctness of the annotations collected by other 
curators, the last DisProt release (2023_06) includes a num- 
ber of regions that are annotated with Minimum Informa- 
tion About Disorder Experiments (MIADE) descriptors ( 20 ).
MIADE guidelines define the fundamental fields that are nec- 
essary to support an unambiguous conclusion based on ex- 
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erimental observations. These include construct definition,
hich provides information about tags, labels, mutations and
odifications, and the experimental setup, which describes

omplex experimental samples and parameters in detail. In
isProt, MIADE fields are represented in a standardized way
sing stable external identifiers and controlled vocabularies
CVs). Table 2 shows the distribution of MIADE annotations
n the last DisProt release. MIADE replaces the ‘ambiguity’
ags used in previous DisProt versions, which were used to
ndicate ambiguity at the experimental level but without pro-
iding detailed and standardized information. 

isorder content 

he fraction of disordered residues, or disorder content, is an
mportant indicator that can be used to distinguish fully dis-
rdered proteins from structured proteins with a small disor-
ered region. Sometimes knowing the disorder content of a
rotein is more important than knowing the exact position of
isordered regions along the sequence, for example to guide
xperiments, or it can be directly used as a starting point to
enerate hypotheses about the function of the protein ( 21 ).
herefore, in DisProt we pay attention to capture as much
vidence as possible about the structural state of the entire
rotein. To this end, in the last release we started to use a new
et of Evidence and Conclusion Ontology (ECO) ( 22 ) terms,
hich allowed us to extend the range of literature evidence

hat can be included in DisProt and therefore increase the dis-
rder content at the database level. In the previous publica-
ion we described the adoption of a new ECO term to cap-
ure obvious cases like poly-glutamate, poly-lysine, etc. which
re easily detected by automatic methods but for which ex-
erimental validation is often lacking since they are known to
e always disordered. In the last version of DisProt we intro-
uced new ECO terms in order to capture authors and cura-
ors inferences and statements. In DisProt the most used ECO
erms of this category are ‘combinatorial experimental and au-
hor inference evidence contained in single publication used
n manual assertion’ (ECO:0006218), ‘curator inference used
n manual assertion’ (ECO:0000305) and ‘author statement
sed in manual assertion’ (ECO:0000302). 
For example, the disorder content of SH3 and multi-

le ankyrin repeat domains protein 3 (DisProt DP02376)
as 0.7% and after the inclusion of four author statement

vidence (ECO:0000302) became 63.6%. Another example
s the Tegument protein VP16 (DisProt DP02291), which
hanks to an ‘curator inference used in manual assertion’
ECO:0000305) evidence increased its annotated disorder
ontent from 15.9% to 27.1%. Users that want to exclude
pecific evidence types can easily filter them from the entry
nterface and the feature viewer gets updated accordingly. 

As AlphaFold2 produces structural models for complete
roteins, it is possible to compare disorder content based
n experimental annotation and AlphaFold2 pLDDT scores.
lphaFoldDB ( 23 ) categorizes structure predictions at the

esidue level into confidence levels of ‘very high’, ‘confident’,
low’ and ‘very low’ based on the pLDDT score provided as
utput by the AlphaFold2 software ( 1 ). Predictions with a low
onfidence level (pLDDT < 70) are predominantly unstruc-
ured and often exhibit limited secondary structure elements
midst random coil structures. 

In Figure 1 A, we show the correlation of the disorder con-
ent, i.e. the fraction of disordered residues in the protein
sequence, between DisProt and AlphaFold2 when different
pLDDT thresholds are selected. DisProt and AlphaFold2 cor-
relate well when the pLDDT threshold is between 70 and 90
with a maximum correlation at pLDDT = 80 (Pearson’s cor-
relation 0.42, P -value 6.26e −101 ). Despite a good correlation
between these two alternative descriptions of disorder, they
show some important differences. 

In Figure 1 B, we plotted the disorder content for each pro-
tein in DisProt and AlphaFold2 (pLDDT < 70). A number of
proteins are annotated with high disorder content in DisProt
and at the same time predicted with high confidence in Al-
phaFoldDB (Figure 1 B, above the diagonal). These cases cor-
respond to proteins proven experimentally to be disordered
in isolation but that fold upon binding. For example, An-
titoxin YefM (DP01488, P69346) folds upon protein bind-
ing, Calsequestrin-1 (DP00132, P07221) folds upon Ca 2+ ion
binding and the Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-
binding protein 2 (DP01293, Q13542) folds upon phospho-
rylation. The AlphaFold2 method learned the folded version
of these proteins from similar examples available in well-
structured PDB complexes, or simply it was trained to pri-
oritize structured solutions. The existence of low complexity
regions within IDRs could also be responsible for some of
these cases ( 24 ,25 ). Below the diagonal of Figure 1 B, there
are cases for which AphaFold predicts most of the structure
with a low pLDDT but the corresponding region in the pro-
tein sequence is not annotated as disordered in DisProt. As-
suming a low pLDDT is a good proxy for disorder prediction,
those proteins are potential cases of under annotation in Dis-
Prot and worth to be inspected for additional curation. In-
deed, most biophysical studies in the literature focus on a sin-
gle region instead of the full protein and therefore it is difficult
for a curator to evaluate that the collected evidence is suffi-
cient to represent the structural properties of the entire pro-
tein. An alternative explanation for the low AlphaFold confi-
dence, in addition to the lack of a good template for homology
modeling, could be the low quality of the Multiple Sequence
Alignment (MSA) input. Shallow MSAs derived from protein
families with a limited conservation at the species level have
been shown to decrease the confidence of the AlphaFold pre-
diction and increase the structural diversity in the top rank-
ing solutions ( 26 ). Examples of proteins with AlphaFold low
confidence predictions but low content of annotated disorder
in DisProt include the Nuclear fragile X mental retardation-
interacting protein 1 (DP03731, Q9UHK0) and Protein AF-10
(DP02852, P55197). The predictions of disorder provided by
the CAID Prediction Portal ( 27 ) for these proteins suggest that
they are mostly disordered. Additional examples include all
collagen alpha proteins, like the Collagen alpha-4(IV) chain
(DP03072, P53420), which are currently under-annotated in
DisProt. 

Disorder function 

One of the most relevant advancements of DisProt in recent
years was the increase of functional annotations both in terms
of volume and diversity. The importance of DisProt in cap-
turing disorder related function is recognized by other core
data resources so that DisProt, after joining the Gene Ontol-
ogy Consortium and since DisProt release 2022_03, is able to
propagate functional annotation to other core data resources,
such as UniProtKB. For example, ‘negative regulation of cell
population proliferation’ (GO:0008285) function of the von
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Table 2. MIADE fields in DisProt 

MIADE field DisProt field Ontology / CV Proteins Regions 

Construct 
alterations 

Protein mutation HGVS nomenclature 77 183 

Protein modification PSI-MOD ontology 31 89 
Tag PSI-MI ontology 22 63 
Non-standard amino acid PSI-MOD ontology 15 23 
Label and dyes PSI-MI ontology 3 6 

Experimental 
conditions a 

pH NCI Thesaurus OBO 

Edition CV 

13 34 

Temperature NCI Thesaurus OBO 

Edition CV 

4 8 

Pressure NCI Thesaurus OBO 

Edition CV 

0 0 

Oxidation-reduction 
potential 

NCI Thesaurus OBO 

Edition CV 

0 0 

Sample Interacting small 
molecule 

IDPO ontology 152 356 

Interacting protein IDPO ontology 134 278 
Interacting nucleic acid IDPO ontology 12 27 
Interacting lipid IDPO ontology 8 16 
Interacting antibody IDPO ontology 8 11 
Interacting membrane IDPO ontology 5 11 
In-cell experiment IDPO ontology 3 5 

a The units of parameters describing experimental conditions are defined in the Measurement Ontology and deviations from the expected value in the experi- 
mental parameters are expressed by the following descriptors: ‘within normal range’, ‘increased’, ‘decreased’, ‘not specified’, ‘not relevant’. 

Figure 1. Comparison of the disorder content at the protein le v el in DisProt and AlphaFoldDB. The disorder content is calculated as the fraction of 
disordered residues o v er the protein sequence length. DisProt disorder content corresponds to the fraction of residues in the consensus, which includes 
str uct urally disordered regions. Only DisProt proteins with an AlphaFold str uct ure covering the entire protein sequence in AlphaFoldDB were considered, 
n = 2356. ( A ) Correlation of the disorder content between DisProt and AlphaFold when different pLDDT thresholds are selected. ( B ) Comparison of the 
disorder content between DisProt and AlphaFold when the AlphaFold pLDDT < 70. The red dotted line represents the linear least-squares regression 
between the two dimensions, with slope 0.462 ± 0.021 and intercept 0.114 ± 0.009. 
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Hippel-Lindau disease tumor suppressor protein (UniProtKB
P40337) is provided by DisProt along with 9 other GO terms.

The adoption of GO in addition to the IDPO ontology to
annotate the function of disordered proteins and regions let us
to expand the repertoire of captured functions and at the same
time to be more precise. The total number of different terms
used in the current release as well as the number of annotated
proteins and regions, is reported in Table 3 . In Figure 2 , we
reported the number of proteins annotated with functional
terms for the most used terms. 
Regarding the GO aspects, terms from the molecular func- 
tion branch are the most frequently used. The binding func- 
tion is the most abundant, followed by regulation activity.
This result, taken together with the most abundant biologi- 
cal process function, ‘localization’, confirms the predominant 
role of IDPs in cell regulation processes. Instead, it is difficult 
to draw any conclusions from the cellular component aspect 
due to the limited number of annotated proteins. Regarding 
the ‘Disorder function’ aspect of the IDPO, it is clear how Dis- 
Prot mainly annotates linkers and molecular recognition dis- 
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Figure 2. The number of DisProt proteins annotated with functional terms. The statistic is provided for the three Gene Ontology namespaces, as well as 
for the ‘Disorder function’ aspect from the IDPO ontology. The calculation considers only the first 15 most used annotation terms. B ef ore the calculation, 
both GO and IDPO terms were propagated to the corresponding ontology root. Proteins with multiple identical annotations, e.g. when different articles 
report the same experimental evidence, are counted only once. 

Table 3. Function and str uct ural annotation in DisProt for each ontology 
aspect 

Ontology Aspect Terms Proteins Regions 

GO Biological process 415 157 320 
GO Cellular component 36 17 37 
GO Molecular function 165 980 2879 
IDPO Disorder function 20 491 735 
IDPO Structural state 5 2648 6004 
IDPO Structural transition 10 510 847 

The number of terms is the number of unique terms after propagating each 
term to its ontology root. 
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lay sites. The latter confirms the predominant role of ID in
egulation processes. Finally, it is worth noting that this statis-
ic does not provide a complete overview of the functions of
isordered proteins but rather reflects the information avail-
ble in the database and could be biased by the specific the-
atic datasets and organisms currently available. To obtain a

omprehensive analysis of the functions of these proteins, it
s necessary to integrate the function annotations from other
atabases, such as UniProtKB. 

mplementation 

ompared to the previous publication, our focus has been on
nhancing data consistency and reliability. This involved inte-
rating MIADE, new GO, and ECO terms. Additionally, we
ave made significant improvements to the DisProt web in-
erface, particularly the FeatureViewer ( 28 ) available on the
ntry page. The updated FeatureViewer includes several new
racks to provide valuable insights. First, the InterPro ( 29 )
eatures track highlights conserved domains according to the
fam definition ( 30 ) and disordered regions, as provided by
MobiDB-lite ( 31 ). Another track specifically highlights disor-
dered regions derived from PDB missing residues, as calcu-
lated by MobiDB (consensus track). In addition to these en-
hancements, we have integrated a track that reports the Al-
phaFold2 confidence at the residue level. This information is
divided into four different confidence intervals corresponding
to different colors, as reported in AlphaFoldDB. 

Overall, the upgraded FeatureViewer greatly improves the
understanding and analysis of functional elements within the
protein sequence. It is particularly beneficial for biocurators,
allowing them to focus on protein regions that are more likely
to be disordered or areas that have received less research at-
tention.An interactive annotation form is also now accessible
for external contributors, enabling them to submit new anno-
tations missing in DisProt. The submission form allows anno-
tations about the structural state or function of an IDP or IDR
through the identification of a bibliographic source (PubMed
ID), and the selection of the relevant ECO term. The form is
compliant with MIADE and allows users to optionally pro-
vide additional details such as their name, email address, OR-
CID identifier, and comments. 

Training material 

One of the central activities in DisProt involves meticulously
annotating IDRs from pertinent research articles. The cura-
tion activity in DisProt entails thorough evaluation, collection
and integration of experimental data. To join the DisProt cu-
rators team, it is essential to attend our specialized courses to
acquire a good understanding of the curation process. Train-
ing courses are available on the ELIXIR eLearning platform
( https:// elixir.mf.uni-lj.si/ ), offered both in English and Span-
ish languages. These courses aim to provide comprehensive
guidelines for biocurators, covering all aspects of IDP biol-

https://elixir.mf.uni-lj.si/
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ogy, curation processes, structural and functional annotations
and submission procedures. 

Moreover, in order to assist users in acquiring the neces-
sary knowledge to navigate the DisProt database, explore
its primary features, and interpret data it contains, two
webinars are accessible on the ELIXIR training Portal
(TESS) ( https:// tess.elixir-europe.org/ ). One webinar serves
as an introductory guide to the DisProt website, covering
diverse sections ( https:// tess.elixir-europe.org/ materials/ an- 
introduction- to- disprot ). The second webinar is deeper
into data interpretation and explores the various ways
users can leverage the data for their scientific research
( https:// tess.elixir-europe.org/ materials/ exploring-structural- 
and- functional- annotations- of- idps- with- disprot ). 

Conclusions 

DisProt is a comprehensive database that systematically col-
lects and standardizes experimental evidence on protein disor-
der extracted from scientific literature using a rigorous proto-
col and established standards. The database has been experi-
encing remarkable growth, expanding its content by 30% ev-
ery 2 years. This progress has been made possible by the active
involvement of a dedicated community of biocurators with a
keen interest in molecular biology and biophysical methods.
In recognition of their contributions and to foster engagement,
DisProt was the pioneering database to integrate gamification
concepts through its connection with the APICURON service
( 10 ). 

While maintaining a steady growth rate, DisProt has re-
cently achieved significant advancements, notably a shift in cu-
ration practices that has enhanced precision through the adop-
tion of MIADE guidelines ( 20 ). This paradigm shift has also
broadened the scope of functional annotations by incorporat-
ing Gene Ontology (GO) terms. In fact, DisProt has become
a member of the Gene Ontology Consortium ( 12 ), ensuring
the automatic propagation of its annotations into UniProtKB.
The rapid expansion of functional annotations has resulted
in a twofold increase over the past four years. This growth
sets the stage for the development of next-generation, highly
accurate methods for predicting the functions of intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs). DisProt data have also been used
to organize a sub-challenge in CAFA4. 

Another notable improvement in DisProt is the adoption of
additional Evidence and Conclusion Ontology (ECO) terms
( 22 ). This update has relaxed previous curation constraints,
enabling the capture of evidence that was previously over-
looked, including statements from authors. The improved cov-
erage at the residue level for bona fide disordered sites has en-
hanced the correlation with disorder prediction methods, as
evidenced by recent results from CAID, where DisProt serves
as a trusted benchmark ( 7 ,11 ). DisProt disorder has also been
recently integrated into InterPro ( 29 ). 

The long-term sustainability of DisProt is ensured by its
central role in various initiatives involving large communities
of bioinformaticians dedicated to studying protein disorder.
Notable examples include the ML4NGP COST Action and
the ELIXIR IDP Community, both of which foster collabora-
tion and knowledge exchange among experts in the field. 

Overall, DisProt continues to evolve as a vital resource for
the scientific community, providing standardized and curated
experimental evidence on protein disorder and driving ad-
vancements in the study of IDPs. 
Data availability 

DisProt is freely available at https://disprot.org . 
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